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University of Virginia

Prior to the Industrial Revolution, from Plato (1970) to Pestalozzi (1801/1898), the idea that children learn best through their activities was dominant. For example, Plato (1970) suggested that children practice archery, rather than receive a classroom lesson on aerodynamics. However, during the Industrial Revolution, as educational institutions adopted the factory model (Callahan, 1962) and strengthened their allegiance to Behaviorist principles (Lillard, 2005), teaching came to be conducted primarily through language. Seated in rows of hard wooden benches, children were told what they should know (Lascarides & Hinitz, 2000). For children under age 7, there were always contrary voices: Froebel (1887) had a set of “Gifts” or materials designed to convey specific information through hands-on exploration; Montessori (1912/1965) created an extensive set of materials on this same principle, and extended this way of learning through to adolescence. Piaget (1970), impressed by Montessori’s privileging of action, incorporated in his very influential theory the view that children learn best through their activities, rendering this stance foundational in Developmental Psychology.

Paul Harris’s Trusting What You’re Told: How Children Learn from Others stands as a wake-up call to a field that has perhaps fallen too fully in the clutches of that dogma. With all due respect to the importance of learning from experience, Harris reminds us that children actually also do learn a great deal from what people tell them. This domain of inquiry, dubbed “Learning from Testimony,” was ignited by Harris and his collaborators (Harris, 2002; Koenig, Clément, & Harris, 2004) at the turn of the millennium and it has taken Developmental Psychology by storm.

1Editor’s Note: Paul L. Harris and Geoffrey B. Saxe received the Cognitive Development Society’s Book Awards in 2013.
Harris’s primary argument is that psychologists have been using the wrong metaphor for children as learners. The classic view since Piaget is of children as “little scientists” for whom hands-on experience is the only notable source of learning about the world—even in fact while still “in the crib” (Gopnik, Meltzoff, & Kuhl, 1999). Harris makes the point that there are in fact many things that children must learn from others, such as that the world is flat, that Christopher Columbus discovered America, and that germs make you sick.

This idea, of course, is not entirely novel. In the typical language acquisition research paradigm, adults teach children new words, showing that children obviously learn new vocabulary from people even if they might also have innate constraints on how they do so (Markman, 1989). Other research has focused on how children learn causal explanations from the testimony of adults (Callanan & Oakes, 1992). But the bulk of research in Developmental Psychology has privileged direct experience and hands-on learning. The findings Harris presents in his book demonstrate children’s robust trust in testimony, and why this trust may sometimes operate in counterintuitive ways. The examples provided earlier (e.g., that germs make you sick, that Christopher Columbus discovered America) are veridical and coherent facts that children learn from other people; it makes sense that children could learn such things. But against all rationality, children also learn from others that Santa Claus travels the entire night in a flying sleigh pulled by reindeer (one of whom has a lit-up red nose) and slides down the chimney of every house to deliver a specific wished-for present to every child who (he knows) was well-behaved during the prior year! Children adopt these beliefs, in concert with their peers and with adult expectations. Harris’s point is that testimony does not necessarily lead children towards the objective truth, but instead leads them towards culturally appropriate beliefs. Similarly, a child in a Christian community who learns about God’s miracles has acquired beliefs that match those of his or her family and cultural group. This is not the activity of a “little scientist” uncovering empirical evidence and drawing rational conclusions. Rather, Harris argues that children act more like anthropologists, learning from the testimony of others towards an end goal of understanding and being part of a particular cultural group.

In their pioneering research in this domain, Harris and his collaborators developed a simple experimental method to investigate the variables that influence children’s learning from testimony. The method involves presenting children with two speakers (live, on video, or even in a storybook) who offer conflicting testimony about some novel token (e.g., the name of a new object). Children are asked to resolve the conflict by deciding whom to believe. There are now dozens of studies using this paradigm, with the two speakers differing on dimensions like prior accuracy, confidence, age, gender, accent, and even physical attractiveness. The kind of provided information has also been manipulated, and includes names and functions of novel objects, morphology of novel verbs, and preferences for activities and toys.

Harris presents research from this paradigm and others, in seemingly disparate domains, illustrating that children garner a great deal of knowledge through testimony. The early chapters focus on research showing that even toddlers can use testimony to update their representations of absent objects, and that children ask questions to seek out testimony and are dissatisfied when their questions are not answered in a meaningful way. Next, Harris presents evidence of children using testimony to guide their behaviors: children imitate others’ behavior faithfully as a way of acquiring cultural knowledge, and under certain conditions, will defer to adult testimony even when it conflicts with their direct experience. Yet children are not indiscriminate in their trust: they trust familiar people over strangers, people with a history of accuracy over people with a
history of inaccuracy, and people who are in consensus over a dissenter. This selectivity prevents
them from learning incorrect or, more importantly for Harris’s argument, culturally inappropriate
information. In the last few chapters, Harris covers the use of testimony in several different
domains. Some domains are those that one might expect: For example, children use testimony
to decide whether different entities are real or not real, and whether miracles can truly occur. But
children also use testimony in their reasoning about morality and death. Even the rare child who
has decided to become a vegetarian in a meat-eating family for moral reasons has based this
decision on testimony from others about animal suffering. Similarly with death, children must
learn about mortality and posthumous experience from others, and use this testimony to inform
their developing understanding of this concept.

Beyond reading this book for its important content, one should also read it as an example of
superb writing, and as a demonstration of how to conduct programmatic research. Harris’s prose
is elegant, and he makes the logic of the research enterprise abundantly clear.

One caveat about the testimony paradigm is that, as a laboratory method, it is particularly
artificial: How often are children in “real life” faced with two informants making conflicting
declarations, and asked by a bystander in which declaration they believe? An important further
step with this paradigm is suggested by the theory of mind literature. The “false belief”
(Wimmer & Perner, 1983) paradigm is also not a natural one, but its validity is clear in that
children’s performance on the task is related to real-world constructs like social competence
(e.g., Astington, 2003; Capage & Watson, 2001). A promising area of research in the testimony
field will be investigating how performance on laboratory tasks is related to real-world
constructs like critical thinking (see also Mills, 2013).

For a field that has been very focused on how children learn by doing, the research Harris
gathers in this delightful volume are an excellent reminder that children also learn from what
others tell them—but judiciously so. Children do not accept all testimony wholesale, but judge
verbal information by its merits and use it to acquire beliefs consistent with their particular
cultural group. Although hands-on learning clearly has its uses, the centrality of the metaphor
of child as scientist, learning only through hands-on activity, has been due for a correction which
this most readable and interesting volume provides.
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